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Preface

At the time of this study, there was very little material.

published concerning procedures to be used to analyze the coherence

properties of pulsed, inulti-moding solid state lasers. Consequently,

the experimental procedures adopted were bs~ed on methods used

successfully to snalyze conventional sources. As a result, refine-

ments in these procedures became apparent as the study progressed.

These refinements are presented in the discussions of each experiment.

My motivation for choosing L'ais problem is more than the

satisfaction of the degree requirement and a genuine fascination for

high power lasers. I hope that the coordination required of the

various Mr Force laboratories and APIT as students pursue thesis

problems in coherent optics applications, will result in better

( preparation of students in this area by AFIT and an enlargement in

the commitment to this area by Air Force laboratories. Considering

the multitude of potential, Air Force applications of holography

(non-destructive testing, simulators, holographic radar, etc.) and

the holographic expertise here at Wright-Patterson, it is my opinion,

that an elective course in holography would pay many dividends to the

Air Force.

Now I would like to express my gratitude to the many individuals

who assisted me during this study. First, I would like to thank my

laboratory adviser, Tom Williamson, for the continuous aid he provided

which ranged from explanation of extremely difficult concepts to

suggertions concerning illustrations. Also I would like to thank

( Harold V. Rose and Richard 1. Remski for the many discussions we had.

ii
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These discutione prce',v( to be invaluable for the careful analysis

attezp~ed in this study. Next, I.vould like to express my gratitude

to Charles H. Stevens for helping me solve many logistic problem

when the situation appeared hopeless. Also I would like to thank

John Edson and C, Richard Lane for their assistance with the photo-

graphic work. i
Next I would like to thank Dr. Leno S. Pedrotti, Colonel Paul A.

Whelan, and Capt du Kendall F. Casey, Jr., for the many helpful

coMsents concerning the written report. And finally I would like to

thank the people at the Avionics Laboratory for the use of their

facilities and aquippent and the excellent support they gave me.

Thurston C. Holley

(
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Abstract

The output power and pulse duration of the pulsed ruby laser

satisfies the requiremeuts needed to holographically record moving

scenes. Thus the purpose of this study is to evaluate the coherence

properties of the laser as a poesible holographlc source.

The spatial coherence was determined by performing a form of

Young's experiment. The interf,'!ence fringes were recorded oa photo-

graphic emulsion aud scanned by i densitozeaer, The relative inten-

sities of the recorded &ringes were thtn determined with the aid of

the Hurter-Driffield curves for the different emulsions used. For an

aperture radius of 0.51 millimeters, the spatial coherence length was

found to be approximately 2.2 millimeters. Also tVe experimental

results were compared with a theoretical prediction.

The degree of tempral coherence was determined with the aid of

a TWynan-Green interferometer. The relative intensities of the

recorded fringes were determined in the same manner as before. A

temporal coherence length of 1.27 centimeters was observed. A single

mode prediction, modulated by a spatial coherence effect, was derived

based on the assumtion of a gaussian line rhape. The experimental

results were compared with this prediction and a high de7.ree of

correlation between curve snapes ,us apparent. ýtavev-r, the effects

of =uIti-oodlng had reduced the amplitude of the experimental curve

significantly.

The results of this stqdy can serve as a reference poibt for

improving the coherence of thie laser by employing mode selection.

This should produce the greatest iaprovemenet in the area of temporal

V-iii
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ccherence. Also the Judicious placement of apertures and etalons in

th~e later cavity appear to be the. most likely place to begin an

experiment to improve the coherence properties of the laser.

ix
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THE COHERENCE PROPERTIES

OF A PULSEP RUBY LASER

I. Introduction

The purpose of this study is to determine the coherence proper-,

ties of a prospective holographic source, a pulsed ruby laser. These

properties are of interest because they limit the effectiveness of

the pulsed laser as a holographic source. A highly simplified intro-

duction to holography is presented to illustrate the potential of

this procpective source and to emphasize the need for the type of

analysis performed daring this study.

Holography is a new method of forming optical images. It is

strikingly similar to photography in that they both record the effect

of the optical disturbance emanating from an object, but there is

a fundamental difference between the two. Photography is the

Stwo-dimensional recording of an optical image on photographic emul-

sion. The optical disturbance proceeding from an object is trans-

formed by an optical system (caira) into the retorded image, whereas,

holography is the recording of the disturbance itself (photographic

emulsion is normally the recording medium). When the holographically

recorded disturbance is illuminated in a particular manner, a three

dimensional image is reconstructed which is identical to the original

object, as opposed to the two dimensional photographic likeness.

There are several arrangements used to record the optical

disturbance. Consequently, there are many types of holograms.

Although soae of these arrangements are quite complex, they are all
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variations of one general method. Described in simple term, a beam

of laser light is divided into twb components. One component (the

scene beam) illuminates the object, which transmits and reflects

portion of this Illumination. Either the transmitted or reflected

portion Is selected for recording. The second component of the source

be=n (the refarancebean) proceeds directly to the recording medium.

Mirrors are normally used to deflect tho beams so that the optical

distance traversed by the two beams are identical. The scene and

reference beams meet at the recording medium and their interference

potýbs&. is recorded. If both b,--m are stable during the daration of

the exposure, then spatial variations in intensity are recorded

(assuming that the recording medium is photographic emulsion). These

intensity variations are called interference fringes and the holo-

graphic arrangement is essentially an interferometer. When the

holographic record or "hologram" io illuminated with a bean similar

to the reference beau, the hologram transmits the beam with spatially

varying Intensity due to the varying degrees of opacity of the holo-

gram. This complex transmitted wave contains the reconstructed image

of the original object as a compone•'t signal.

If the interference pattern is not stable for the duration of

the exposure, then the hologram will be seriously degraded (similar

to the blurred images caused by notion in photography). There are

two principal reasons why the interference pattern may be unstable.

The first reason is object notion. The logical solution to

this problem is to reduce the exposure tine as the object motion

increases. However, to receive the same exposure, the intensity of

2
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the laser source must increase as the exposure time decreases. The

pulsed ruby laser is very intense (when compared with continuous wave

gas lasers) and its one .'.llisecond pulse duration is short for most

object notion. Thus the pulsed ruby laser warrants additional con-

sideration as a prospective source.

The second possible reason for an unstable interference pattern

is incoherent light. However, Stroke and Restrick have demonstrated

that quality holograms can be recorded, using a particular holographic

recording and reconstruction arrangement and spatially incoherent

light in the recording process (Ref 19 ). But, for most holographic

arrangements a coherent source is required to produce a perfect

hologram. In this context, a coherent source is a point source (no

finite physical size) of monochromatic (single-frequency) light.

These are obviously Idealized conditions, and physical sources are

evaluated in terms of their departure from this ideal case, i.e.,

their degree of coherence. The degree of coherence is divided into

two categories, spatial and temporal coherence. The degree of spatial

coherence Is a measure of the physical extent of the source and it

can be detected by considering the degree of phase correlation at two

different spatial points at any instant of time. The degree of

temporal coherence is a measure of the departure of the source from

monochromaticity.

Since the intensity and pulse duration of the pulsed ruby laser

do not limit its consideration as a prospective holographic source,

the analysis performed in this study is centered on the spatial and

Stemporal coherence properties of the laser.

3
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The spatial and temporal coherence properties of a source do not

exist independently. However some experimental arrak,6 .- ents tend to

emphasize one more than the other. A form of Young's experiment was

used in this study to effectively isolate spatial coherence effects.

The experimental apparatus (a diffractometer) was similar to that

used by Thompson andWolf (Ref U.&) in their measurement of the

spatial coherence of a conventional source (the filtered yellow

doublet of a mercury vapor lamp). However, some substitutions were

made based on considerations of the intensity of the laser source and

the availability of laboratory equipment.

The photographs of fringes resul~ing from the Young's experiment

were analyzed with the aid of a densitometer and the relative inten-

sities calculated using the Hurter-Driffield curves for the film.

S( These experimental results were compared with a theoretical prediction

based on a scalar wave analysis.

A Twyman-Green interferoteter was used to isolate the temporal

coherence effects. The interference fringes obtained were analyzed

as before and the results compared with a theoretical prediction.

There are several allowable resonances or modes that may exist

in the emitted radiation. These are determined largely by the laser

cavity length and the average wave length of the emitted radiation.

The actual emission may alternate between these allowed modes, or in

the case of the ruby laser, may contain combinations of these modes.

Thus the emitted radiation is actually a statistical p•.enoano-*.

However, for normal holographic arrenujements departures from single

( mode operation tend to seriously degrade the resulting hologram.
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Consequently, the theoretical predictions were lUnited to single mode

radiation.

Thus the pulsed ruby laser was analyzed as J. prompective holo-

graphic source. In general, holography requires an intens*e short

duration, coherent source. The ruby laser satisfies the first two

requirements. Consequently, it is the coherence properties that are

of interest. These properties can be divided into spatial and

temporal coherence properties.

Two experiments were chosen to isolate the spatial and temporal

coherence effects. A modified Young's experiment was used to study

spatial coherence and a Twyaan-Green Interferometer was used to study

the temporal coherence properties. These experimental results were

compared with a single-node theoretical prediction.

"Therefore, using these two experiments, the coherence properties

of a multi-mode, pulsed, ruby laser were isolated, recorded, and

3nalysed. These results are presented in detail and in the same order

that they have been introduced.

5
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"- I. Heaaurement of Spatial Coherence

The spatial coherence properties were determined by using a

modified version of Young's experiment. The time-averaged effect of

the radiation was analyzed and compared with a theoretical Igediction.

This experiment will now be presented in the iollowing sequence:

description of equipment, experimental procedure, theory of operation,

calculations, and discussion of results.

Description of Equipment

The equipment used to measure the spatial coherence was the laser

source, a diffractometer, photographic film, a densitometer, and aU

X-Y recorder.

The Laser Source. The source was a pulsed laser which cosisted

of a Hughes Laboratory, Model 302 ruby laser, a pair of optical flats,

an optical bench, and a laser power supply.

The ruby laser contained a ruby crystal (0.05Z by weight Cr2 03

in Al203 ) in the form of a polished cylindrical rod with flat and

parallel ends. The ends were also coatad with a hard anti-reflecting

film (MgF). The optic axis of the crystal rod was normal to the

geometric axis of the rod. The crystal was three inches long with a

disamter of 3/8 inches and it vas mouated along t.e axis of a quartz,

helical flash lamp. This lamp was filled with xenon gas and was

designed for a mximm intut energy of three thousand joules at four

kilovolts.

The optical flat,. vwr.- made of hard gloss and coatad with a

series of thin dielectric film. These coatings prov44dd the output

6
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flat •ith a reflectivity of 74Z and the opposite flat vith a reflec-

tivity of 99Z.

The length of the laser cavity vas arbLtrarily selected as ghouu

in fig. 1.

The Diffractouster. The diffractometor consisted of a calliam-

tion section, a screen, and an imaging section.

The collimation system consisted of a ten-power uicroscope

objective and a convex lens (L2 ). The nicroecopa objective van

corrected for cosa and spherical aberratioc. The focal length of the

objective was approximately sixteen millimeters with a woini# din-

tance of 7 millimeters (distance from the lens surface to the focal

point). The numerical aperture of the objective waa 0.25. The lena

(L2) wa a 2.54 centimeter convex lens with a total thickness of

1.3 millimeters and a power of approximately 4.25 diopters.

The various scieens were a sat of 5.08 czntimeter square aluminui

sheets, each 0.159 centimeters thlck. Tvo circ.'lar apertures, with

diameters of 0.102 centimeters, vere drilled into eacki sheet. The

separation of the holes was varied from one willimeter to nine milli-

meters in steps of 0.5 millimeters. Each pair of apertures was

centered on its respective screen.

The imaging section consisted of a lens (L ), a microscope

objective, and a film plate (Kodak 107, spectroscopic plate) placed

in the plans of best focus. The lean (L3) and microscope objective

wore identical to the lens and objective used in the collimation

section. 4

The dimensions of Lhe diffractooeter and the geometrical arrange-

sent of its three sections are shown in Fig. 2.

8
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Kxrimnental Procedure

The laser source was aligned with a helium-neom 8a laser (0.6328

microns). The 9n-reflectance optical flat was placed an the bench

first and aligned (centered on the heli-r-neon beam). The output

mirror was placed os the bench next and aligned (centered on the beass

and oriented to reduae off-axis reflections). Next the aluminum

cylinder, containing the flash lap and ruby crystal, was fastened to

the beach, centered, and oriented for minimua off-axis reflections.

The alipgmnt Laser was then moved to the diffractometer to align

its elements. When the elements wete properly aligned, the far-field

diffraction pattern of the circular apertu•v of the first microscope

objective was imaged onto the film plane.

Then the laser source and diffractometev were aligned as a system

by using the alignment laser to illuminate the didfractoeter after

the beau had passed through the laser cavity. The screens were placed

In the diffractometer and centered so that the two apertures vere

approximacely equally illuminated.

The capacitance of the energy storage bank in the laser power

supply was set at 250 microfarads. The output voltage was set at

2.5 kilovolts corresponding to 781.5 Jules .f input energy. With zhe

room in complete darkness, a Kosk i1037 spectroscopic plate was placed

betind a 0.3 neutral density filter ift the film plane. Then the flash

lamp vas excited by preasing the uanual trigger of the power supply.

When the laser source was properly alirmd, the uby crystal lased and

a diffracttou patterm was recorded on the illm plate. The laser wa"

allowed a winistm of thirty ainutes cocling time betven shots.

1-0
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The exposed plate was developed fir 2 1/4 alnumte in D-19

developer, held in shori stop (to stop developing action) for approxi-

uately thirty seconds, and soaked for four alnutes in fixer. The

plate was then hashed in cold running water for a sinmms of one hour,

bathed in photo-flow (to prevent water spotting during the drying

process) for approximately fifteen seconds, and theu aloed to dry.

The developed plate was cleaned with methanl (the side opposite

the emulsion) and then placed on the densitometer. The denssitomter,

in conjunction with an X-Y recorder plotted the transmittance of the

film relLtive to its fog level. The slit size and scan speed of the

densitomater were set at the optimum position based on the condition

9f the plate, i.e., the ten•s&-ivity was increased and the scan speed

was reduced as fringe contrast decreased. Also differmnt neutral

density filters were used to help increase the sensitivity of the

densitometer whin the fringe contrast ias low.

The diffractometcr screen war replaced by a screen with a

different aperture separation and the preceding steps vere repeated

until approx1mately three good quality images were obtained for each

aperture separation.

T of 2peration

The use of the diffractometer calst this experiment into a form

of Young's ex.eriment, i.e., examining the far-field (Fraunhofer)

diffraction patceru of two apertures when the apertures .re illhmi-

vated by a plan" va,,e.

The diffractoater was de-igned to accomplish this in the fol-

lowing manner. Th* laser radiaoion vas a shrct pulse in the shape of

11
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a beam of very small divergence (approximately ten milliradians) and

approximately rectangular in cross-sectional shaspe. This beam was

focused to a small spot by the microscope objective. The focused

spot was located at the front focal point of the lens, L2. An opaque

screen containifig a cirLular aperture, of diameter L2 (not shown in

Fig. 2), was placed in contact (the side nearest the front microscope

objective) with L2. Thus the collimating section produced a colli-

mated beam 2.54 centimeters In diameter.

This beam was then incident on the two small apertures. Two

collimated beams of diameter equal to the apertures emerged from the

opposite side of the screen.

The two parallel beams were then collected by the lens, L3, of

the imaging section. The beams were brought together at the focal

point of L3 where interference occurred. The interference pattern,

which was modulated by the degree of spatial coherence, was then

imaged by the second microscope objective onto the film plane.

The film, containing the magnified version of the interference

pattern, was developed and then scanned by the deusitometer. The

densitometer trace provided information concerning the relative

dcvsities (See Fig. 4) of the film. The relative intensities recorded

were found by ccasidering the Hurter-Driffield curves f.or the film

which were provided by the manufacturer. This provided tbe informa-

tion necessary to plot the visibility versus aperture separation curve

(see graph 1).

By representing the two microscope ibjectives as convex lenses

having focal lengths of sixteen millimeters and teveral other

12
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approximations, the preceding explanatiou can be examined more

rigorously. The method used is essentially the method suggested by

Goodman (Ref 8), i.e., the complex amplitude of the optical distur-

bance will be assumed to be a solution to the scalar wave equation.

The following theory will examine this theoretical model, as depicted

in Fig. 3, from left to right.

The laser radiation incident upon the diffractometer will be

assumed to.be plane wave illumination. Also, the complex amplitude

will be assumed to be uniform across any cross-section. Thus the

complex amplitude incident on the microscope objective can be repre-

sented as

U(xo, yo) - A RECT RECT (! ,)

i, Jxl ! 1/2
WHERE RECT (x) W (Ref 8:13) (1)

10, OTHERWISE

and Lx and L are lengths in the x and y directions.
x y

The finite beam has been replaced by an infinite plane wave illumi-

nating a small rectangular aperture in an infinite opaque screen.

Assuming that the geometrical cross-section of the incident beam

was smaller than the incident pupil of the microscope objective, the

illumination ivmmdiately behind the lens L (model of microscope

objective), was the product of the incident amplitude and the ampli-

tude transmittance of the lens. The amplitude transmittance of a

positive lens has derived by Goodman and has been reproduced in the

following equation.

14
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JUA 2 2
-tlxy) - eJ °o •-JK(x + Y )/2f (Ref 8:80) (2)

where the paraxial approximations are implicit. Also A0 is theo

physical thickness of the lens at it8 center, f1 is the lens focal

length, n 1 is the refractive index of the lens material, J is the

square root of minus one, and K is the wave number. Therefore the

complex amplitude of the disturbance immediately behind the lens L1 is

KnA .A(x 2 ( (2)
U'(X 'Y)Aea e 2f . 0 0RECT 0 RECT Lo (3)
0 0° L L

The Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula (solution to the

Heuholtz equation), becomes the Fresnel diffraction formula (Ref 8.60),

if the distance Z is sufficiently large, i.e.

JK ( 2 + yo2  ) r K 2 2
U(xoO "y e 2 o axl,Yl)e"Z x° +y' (4)

J x "XZ

YO

\y 1

where

Y (" g-2wJ(f x + f Y)
g(xy)) - ff (x,y)e XiY dxdy

15
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and

1 2wJ(f x + f y)
(G(f , )(fx, e X >y di df (4)

form a Fourier transform pair.

The complex amplitude of the disturbance propagated a distance,

fo' to the (xo,y)-plane. It can be described in this plane, by an

application of the Fresnel diffraction formula, as U(x#,y,), i.e.,
0'0

AK (x2 + '2)41,L if° o s0 , Li~ x'If (x Vi y0 ) C X
U(x'Y,y) -e SICSINC L (5)

0 0 if Xf0

The constant phase factors will be ignored throughout the derivation

since intensities are of ultimate interest. Sinc(x) is defined as

SINC(x) - SIN(,x)/,x (Ref 8:14)

After propagating a distance, fit the complex amplitude in the

(xlyl)-plane can be described by another application of the Fresnel

diffraction formula.

Let

,a 2 2

g(x,y) - SINC (bx') SINC (cyo) (6)

(

16
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vhere

a auK + ) ,b L AND cf

By using the zero order Hankel Transform,

B (g(r)) 2w rg(r)J°0(2wro)dr,

0

it can be showrn that

G(O ,fy- . e -J 2CT RECT

vhere G(fxf) -' g(xo,yo)) and the symbol, *, imlies the

convolution, i.e.,

g(x,y)*h(xy) - g(t,n)h(x-& ,y-n)dýdn (7)

Therefore, after a change of variables and some rearrangement of the

convulution integral, G(f x,f ) becomes

2 _ 22 _J .2

2(fxfy " 2  du e 2  dv

17
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where

I Ib~

-2 ( 2f +-/ (,)2 ./-a (.x + 122 fL,.T)

The integrals in this equation can be interpreted in terms of the

Fresnel integrals (Ref 8:71) and

G(fx.fy) - ' (c 2 ) - C(Q )] + J(S((2) - S(Oa)]
[c(82 ) - c(0 1 )I + J1S( 2 ) -

where

c(Q) Cos - dt AND S(s) j SIN (!_2)dt. (

This equation can be evaluated with the aid of the Cornu spiral.
x Y

First consider al. a2' a1 and 2 when f. a "I fy

f 23.5 centimaters, f - 1.6 centimeters, and • - 0.6943 microns.

Then it follows that

18a
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x C (a S (a)
I 2f° 1  S(a 1) - 2

Ltfx 1
x1 c(- 1) -Cs( 1 )a -

0

L fl1
xl x -I 2C + (a ) S a2 1 2 (10)

L~Lff

11 2ff an2  1 2
0

Similar ruiultas can be shown for YI, and 2f and c(8 1 ), c(• 2),

S(O), 1 and S(O2). Therefore Eq (9) becomes

) 2 f 2 2f
000G(f IfyT-- RECT yl (11)

Y~1 , 7  2Y L~ L f L f/
f-• x yx xf-

Yl

The Fresnel diffraction formula could finally be applied go that

the complex axplitude in the (xly 1)-planI was

JTK 2 2

A'(
U2xlY1) TIf0/1 (12)

19
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The complex ampltude U(x 1 5 1 ) represented the disturbance

incident on the leas L,2 . The complex aglitude imediately behind

L 2 was

U'(xlIY1 ) - U(xl#Yl )tL2%'1,,yI)P 2 (xlYl) (Ref 8:83)

I

a 2 2
Af 2f k 1 'X ( f\

[RC

1 L

A 2 +? 2

e CIRC 'l YL....
Y 1 1

where f1 " focal length of L2 and Lr2 - r.4~us of

Thus the illumination leaving L2 was constant in amplitude and

phase. CoUsidering the values of fo, fit L, and Ly, the are& of the

rectangular pulse ia this plane was approximately 1.2 centimeters x

2.8 centimeters. The diamter of the lens vas 2.54 centimeters.

Thfrefore the geometrical shap* of U'(xY 1 ) was rectangular with

rounded ends in the ! y 1-directioas.

The restriction of the rect function, RECT , impoaed by

the ptoil function of the lens (circ could be apprrcxim•std
kLr2)

by a sm•ller rect function. Thus U'(xY 1 ) bectme

20
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t
2 s _f X 'R ( 4

01 REC

Assumiag prepagation from the (xi~y1 )-plane to the (z asYs )-plane

(a distance d1 ) was d within the Fresaul region, U(xy 5 ) can be

determined by another application of the Fresnel diffraction formula.

Whenever X << , propiaption can be assumed to be deep vithin the100z

Fresnel diffraction region. Goodman has performed this calculation

(R•f 8:71) and

39 fo X 1or2)

Thus U(x ,y5 ) is the geometrical projection of U'(Xlf,).

The amplitude transuittauee of the screen was

S2 x+h) 2 + ys2
t S(x ,ys) CIRC L rs C L rs 1 (

bhsre t h was thw distance to the ce-•t~r f the respective aperture

And L vas the radius of the &evrt;_re. The complex amplitude

imediately behin4 the screen wa., U'(x ,y) y U(X ,ys)t(xsys).

Cbwi&Yt.•n• th* areas affected by the get-otry of U'(A sys),i.e.,

the r.eit fuoctio.ns rwpresented a rectea-,Ir spot ti'e of app.zoxisately

1.2 omtimaters x 2.5 centimeters. The diameter of each aperture vas

a•pro&t&ma- Ome uvllimeter with a maximum separation of nine

21
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ailliveters between the centers of the two apertures. Consequently,

U'(x" ,ys) could be further approximated as

f (x . -h) 2 + . 2

2 2
CIIC Lr 17)

ra J

Assuming that the propagation of the disturbance was still deep

in the Fresnel region, U(x2,Y 2 ) 1t the toeUStrical projection of

U'(x soa), .e.,

F
Af 2(x -h) + 2

2L227 r so Y2

(x)- CIRC - 2 L (18)

re

ri J
The co-plex asplic-td isdiately behin4 the loan, L3 , w"

U'(x 2 ,Y2 ), where CIRC ( L - 1 vhen the area 1lil=Inated by
rl'

U(X2 ,y 2 ) is corsidered. Thus

A1 2 22f-i (2 2)

t'(I 2 ,) " U(x 2 ,y) * (19)

22j
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The disturbance propageted a distance, fi. to the (x',Yi)-plane.

The complex amplit'de in this plane was determined by another appli-

cation of the Freunel diffractior formula and

JK(r') 2  [ (crr)
"U(x"2y2) Jf C fU A (20)

Geometrical optics was assumed for the imaging of the cot~lex

amplitude, U(x2,y'), onto the film plane (x,y). This assumption

yields a simple relation between the object and image amplitude

distriLutions, i.e.,

Ui(x,y) - U (Ref 8:96) (21)

where " complex amplitude of rth image,

U - complex amplitude of the object,

and M - magnification.

Thus the complex amplitude in the image plane (film plane) var

JE ( f r) 2 1Lr

U(x'Y) -AdL. 0 f OS (~f2  )JLf (22)
df r

The ifttensity in the film plane was

23
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2(KLrs for

Ad 2 [CS Khfox) 1\ df 1
I (X,y) - r, 2 (23)

1 r

ConsIder a quasi-monochromatic source whose complex amplitude is

r•.presented by U(\o ,y . Then each point of the source will produce

coherent illumination in the (xo,y)-plane. Asstming that the image
0 0

of the source (the sum of the Fraunhofer diffraction patterns of each

source potnt, which may be added incoherently) is much larger than

the diffraction pattern of a typical source point, then the distur-

bance u'xoy) may be interpreted as resulting from a secondary
0 0

incoherent source (a).

This assus..ptio. allows the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem to be

invoKed (Ref 3:509). if [i. 2 (T)I - the magnitude of complex degree.of

"spatial coherence, then y 1 2 (t) = Y1 2 (O)

R2 - R

where 
2

C

alld

1JK(RI - R2 )

12(0) 1/2 )e RR do (24)
[I(P 1 ) I (P 2 )] R1 2

I(o) is the intensity, per unit area, of the source. Also the

assumpcion Iti << _ is implicit in these approximations.TV

The intensity of the secondary source had | ) 2 as the

intensity of its central spot. The size of this spot (So) was

24
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s OF (Ref 6:1)
0

where 8 - beau divergence angle and F - focal length of lens used.

Then due to the small separation of the apertures, the intensity of

the central spot was a good approximacion to that part of the source

which illuminated the apertures or

AL L 2 X

1(0) X (ALL)2 - RECT 2 Y (25)

Since the apertures were symmetrically located along the xl-axls,

then R1 & R2 (distances from a source point to the center of the

respective aperture) were

1 [(h - ')2 + Y*2 + f 1 ]2 AND R 2 -[(h + x)2 +

V 2 + f12 1/2

If the apertures were equally illuminated, then I(P 1 ) 1 i(P 2 )

- 1(P).

Equation (24) becomes:

I (P) 2

(

25
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and

i I JK(el- R2 )
( 1() R2

0

Of h
SI2o) SINC ( (26)

21f

where e - radians (Hughes specifications), f 1 x 16 - M,

f 23.55 em, and x = 6.943 M O7.

The preceding derivatior began with monochromatic light (through

Eq (23)) and was then geaeralized to quasi-monochromatic light

Iw! - IR2 R1  << Born and Wolf illustrated that the

quasi-monochromatic intensity (I(Q)) at a point Q, in the film plane

is given by (Ref 3:502)

I (Q) M Z iM (Q) + 1 (2) MQ + 2[1 (1), (MI (2) (0) ]1/21 y12 (T) l

COS [*(r) - K(S 2 - S)1 (27)

Cont 4 nuing the asajumption of equal illumination of the apertures,

Eq (23) becomes

26
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I 2(
Ad ,2 1 2 +

ofh 1 2hxf K

i SINC _of0.- i cos ( d2 f). (28)

This inLensity distribution was demonstrated by the fringes

recorded. These fringes are depicted in Fig. 4.

Thus the fringes observed in the film plane had maxima for

2nwdf 1  (2n+l)wdf 1
X -2hf and minima for x - 2hf , n=0,1,2.... The fringe

0 0

contrast was determined by tie function sinc ( ) This

1

fuection experiences maxima and minima given by the following rela-

tions:

(2hero) 2hf
Sinc - ) is a maximum for 0 such that

2Af 1  2Af I

Of 2h Oef 2h
tan - (Ref 3:394)

(Of 2h)2

0 A 10Ofn Ofr27f2

2ifI o

(
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The visibility (V) of the frinies is defined as

+ax 1 (29)
max + m.in

Thus using Eq (28)

V - ISINC I - IY12(0)i (30)2Xf1

Should the assumption of equal illumination of the apertures prove to

be unjustified, then Eq (27), should be used, i.e.

v 2(1) & (2) lYCO)I (31)
~l) (Q) + I( )(Q)

The fact thda the laser pulse contains several modes, some

simultaneously, during each pulse leads to the next generalization of

the optical disturbance. An analysis of each mode shows that each

satisfies the requirement for quasi-monochromatic illumination. Thus

photographic film exposed for the duration of the pulse, will exhibit

the integrated intensity of all modes and measure th -tratistical

average coherence effect of the individual modes. Pursuing this line

of reasoning, Chang and Gray formulated the following expression

(Ref 4:50):
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21E (I)IM ( 2 )(Q) 1/ 2  J Jr)

V - "-' YJ!12 (T) e (32)

1 (1 )(Q) + El (2) (Q)
jJ jJ

where the subscript J refers to the Jth mode.

In this experizwnt che film contrast w. evaluated using a

densitometer whose output oas recorded using an X-Y recorder. The

densitometer and the fili4 represpnt Pn incoherent optical system.

Assuminig the film to be eised in :he 1inear region cf the Hurter-

Driffield curve (see Fig. 5), we can write the following relation.

.D - y LOG, E - D (33)

where n is photographic deL.ity, E is exposure, and y is the slope of

the H-D curve.

If the definitions D - LOG10 (i) eud E - IT, (where

I tra-smitred \1

T - local average I incitde , - exp,)si.ýj intensity, -nd
(Iincident II

T - exposure time (Luration of laser pulsej, are used, then it

follows that

D1 0

I - K(T) ,whereK \ lO0 (34) T!

Equation (29) ecomes

1 1
, (T Y

min) - (ra)
V M 1 1 (31

(T min) Y + (Mx) Y

31
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This would be an accurate measure of the visibility had the film

been exposed by incoherent light. However, the film had been exposed

by individual todes which have been shown to be spatially coherent

(Ref .:1409). When a transpArency has been exposed by coherent

radiation, it can be described in terms of an amplitude transmittance

(t), where t - c jUI-Y, Here c, is a constant and U, is the complex

amplitude exposing the film (Ref 8:155). Thus the denisitometer

provides a mapping of coherent amplitude information tlom one source

(neglecting phase variations) recorded on the film into incoherent

intensity information from another source, i.e., tsl W OTs2' where

# is some linear transformation imposed by the densitometer.

Theoretically, t could be determined by evaluating film with known

values of t and obtainLng t 2 from the densitometer output. Then

Eq (35) becomes

1 1

(t min) - (tmax)1

(t mi ) (t )MA

Some typical densitometer traces are shý.n in FIg. 4.

Since coherent light is not lirear in intensity, a good measure

of the vibi•ity is V (V')' %here aplitude phase variations have

been Cereed. 7ý-s ,rc;... yields results that agree favorably

with those predicted by Eqs (28) aiat (-'3) ac: graph I).

33
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CaIci~ations

An envelope of the fringe maxima and another of the minima were

constructed on each graph produced by the densitometer-recorder

system. The value of the maximum envelope (Tmin) and the corres-

ponding minimum ( a) at the center of the fringe pattern were

obtained.

"The values of the maximum and minimLmu densities of c(lih plate

were calculated using the relation

D - LAog.l ( ) .43429iLn (T

The Olivetti Programna 101, computer-ca'culator, was used to perform

these calculations.

The calculated densities were used in conjunction with the

Hurter-Driffield (H-D) curves to determine the slope (y) of the curve

corresponding to the maximum and ainimum densities of each plate.

The slope of the secant line connecting the two points of the curve

(D wn and D ax) was the value used for gamma when 0.5 < Din < Dm-mx ax

< 2, i.e., when the two points lay on the linear portion of the

curve. For polnts that lay outside of this range, the slope of the

H--D curve at each of the two points was determined.

Once *the gawmao were knch,, the visibility of each plate was

determined. For densities lying wit1in'the linear region of the H-D

curve, t"'e relatioa

1 i

I I

+' wa" sed.

min VA3S
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For densities lying outside of Whis region the visibijity was calcu-

lated using

A

Y U6 0 ym ax

V-i

(Tr Ymt Ymax
Mir. Max

Each value of C~r visibility was then squared and plotted as a

function of "parture separat.on. The visibility was also calctlatsd

using the gamma (1.1,2) extracted from the graph of gamma as a function

of development time. These calculations are summarited in graph I and

table I, where ; arithmetic average nf the three visibility values

and the three bammas for each pI•te are ixhibited.

Discu.sion of Results

No mod& contr.jl or mode selt*ctton wax employed during this exper-

iment, with the exception of that iwposed by the cavity length, physi-

cal s'.ze and radius of curvature of the two optical flats, and the

conr.tant "nput znergy used to excite the flash lamp. Consequv4ntly, it

was possible for the ixistantar.eous emission to concain simrultaneous.

spatially scoarat,!d trans'erse modes which could intvrfere, with the

magnitude of this effect denending on the exLent of the spatial

separation (phase ',ifference) of the -nodes. Also randomly spaced

transverse modeýs zould have been _mitted at different times during

the pulse in a statistical manner. Thus the time averaged effect for

one long pulse should exhibit a sta.istical variatiLn among other long

pulses for a ,articular exveri-ental environment.
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This explains the difference between the single transverse mode

predicted curve and the actual curve obtained. To accurately predict

the experimental curve, the time averaged spot size and shape in the

focal plane of the first microscope objective should be known. As

an alternative, an approximate model of the losing radiation (time-

averaged effect) could be constructed by the additiou of transverse

modes with carefully chosen phase differences. This method would

require the existence of the experimental curve. Then (with the aid

of a computer) as a transverse mode is added, the resulting theozeti-

cal visibility curve could be compared with the experimental curve

until the desired accuracy was obtained. Due to the small path dif-

fe-ence of the illumination from the two aperture- the effect of

multiple longitudinal modes in the plane of the film was negligible.

It was mentioned above that each point of the visibility curve

should represent a statistical distribution, The fact that an average

of only three shots per sepdration was utilized implies the exi7;tence

of a degree of uncertainty connected with each point. A consideration

ji this uncertainty will be considered next.

An examinatioa of the maximum error possible in the celculation

of visibility (V) might begin with the ,acertainty associated with the

determination of the gamma (slope of tl_ Hurter-Dr!,ffield .Zurre)

values. A measure of this uncertainty can be obtained by determining

the gamma value from the Ramma as a function of deý:elopme-nt time curve,

cal,.4dating the visibility using this gamma, and then comparing the

result with zhe visibility calctlation using the gamma from the R!-b

curve,. Then the maximvum erroc in visibility due to an un-certainty in

37
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the gamma determination is

AV - (VO ) 2  (VI 2  (37)Y ,H-D - Vo*2

Here VoH-D and V, are the amplitude visibility functicns calculated

using the two gamma' values. Since the H-D curves relate density and

exposure, determinations of gamma fror these curves will have inac-

curacies based on the accuracy of th, masurements of the transmit-

tances of the film. However, the maximum error in visibility due to

an error in the determination of the amplitude transmittance will be

considered next. Consequently, to include this inaccuracy with error

due to the uncertainty in gama would be an unrealistic magnification

of the actual error.

Now consider the maximum error f-a the intensity visibility due to

au uncertainty in the! amplitude transmittaace of the film. First the

amplitude visibility is giv•n by Eq (36). Next the maximum error in

the amplitude visibility is given by

AV At + At(8at at 2  (38)

There are two sources of error in the determination of the trans-

sittance. Firot ,the density of the unexposed film was not uniform.

Next the respoase of the der tometer-recordei combination linits the

tranaiLtance accuracy. The magnitude cf error introduced by the

,.onuni.ocmity of film density is probably random. In any case, there

is irsufficient informa.ion upon which to base an esLimate of the
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error introduced. The latter source of error would be of the same

magnitudi for both transmiattances., i.e., lAt1 I - IAt2I - Att. Thus

the maximum error in the amplitude transmittance becomes

Y 2 1 t2

A 2(39)[~ 2 Y(t)21

Then the maximum error in the intensity visibility becomes

Avt - A2Vv- + (Wv) 2  (40)t t

The spread in visibility values for each point also represents

an uncertainty. This precision factor was added to the total maximum

error and

AVmax - AV + AVt + AV (41)

In addition to the noa-unifcrm film density, there were other

sources of possible error that were not considered because of the

difficulty in estimating the maximum error in visib.lity tl,;t they

could introduce.

First the laser was cooleA by radiation into a room temperature

reservoir rather than by convection into water, liquid nitrogen, or

some cther more efficient means. Also the laser was not fired at

constant time intervals. Consequently, it was posvible for the
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crystal to be at different points on its cooling curve at the time

of each shot.

Next the film was exposed in complete darkness which caused a

time delay In placing the unexposed film into its holder and navi-

gating around the room to the laser power supply to fire the laser.

If the energy storage network had not stabilized, then the excitation

voltage might be more than the constant value assumed.

Equation (31) suggests another source of error, non-uniform

illumination. The amplitude analog of this effect is

v" 2( J(l)ll(2!,) I/ O1/
- U . , (42)V.(1), + IU(2) (

To consider the magnitude of the error introduced by non-uniform

illumination, let

u(1), - KIU(2),, K > 1

Then consider the fractional change in the visibility (intensity) when

corpared with visibility arising from uniform illumination, i.e.

V k KK 4 (43)

V (K +l) 2

Here V, represents the intensity visibility function for uniform

illumination and Vk, the cc.respondIng functior for non-uniform

illumination. This fracEional error can not be estimated without a

knowledge of the ratios or the complex amplitudes for each aperture

40
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separation. However, the fractional error involved may be considered

negligible for most applications; For example, a value of K equal to

1.414 would reduce the visibility to only 0.97 of its uniform illumi-

nation value. This particular value of K is an extremely conserva-

tive figure since it represents an intensity ratio of two.

An examination of Fig. 4 reveals an asymmetry of the fringe

patterns (most noticeable on the densitometer traces). This implies

a misalignment of the source and the two apertures. It cap be shown

that this can result in a reduction of fringe visibility (Ref 16:9).

The effects of misalignment and non-uniform illumination

increase with aperture separation. Increasing separation would

increase the angle of misalignment for one apertur- and decrease the

angle for" the other, thus resulting in more asymmetry in the film

plane and an increasing reduction in fringe visibility. Non-uniform

illumination is caused to some extent by misalignment, thus indicacing

a coupling effect. Also ruby crystals have been found to lase in

thin filaments across the crystal face (Ref 14:23). Therefore the

illumination is never uniform in intensity nor is it ever per~ectly

aligned for the duration of a long pulse, i.e., the time-averaged

effect. insequently, considering each filament as a source,

illumination of the apertures is more uniform the smaller the

aperture separation, although an oscillating filament may be located

in any region of the crystal face. As a result, it is expected that

the visibility would decrease with aperture separation, thus maKing

it more difficult to isolate partial coherence effects from visibil-

ity measurements. This could also account for the significantK
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decrease in visibility from the predicted value for large aperture

separations. Therefore the degree of spatial coherence found in this

experiment is more of a lower limit of spatial coherence rather than

the actual degree of coherence.

A better approximation to the actual degree of coherence c,:uld

be obtained by compensating for the reduction in fringe visibility due

to misalignment and non-uniform illumination. The amount of compensa-

tion required for non-uniform illumination could be determined by

statistically measuring the ratio of complex amplitude magnitudes for

each aperture separation and using Eqs (42) and (43) to arrive at the

magnitude of the degree of spatial coherence.

The compensation required for zisalignment could be determined

in two steps. Fir3t a nearly perfect spatially coherent source (e.g.

a continuous wave gas laser) could be used to determine the reduction

in visibility for increasing angles of misalignment for each aperture

separation. Then some measure of asymmetry could be chosen and

plotted with visibility reduction as a function of aperture separation.

Then using the adopted criterion c' asymmetry, the ruby laser fringe

pattern could yield a value of fringe visibility reduction through

considerations of its degree of asymmetry and the particular aperture

,,epuiration. This value of fringe reduction could then be used to

increase the experimental values.

The use of both compensations in the magnitudes suggested above

might yield a partial czherence effect greater than the actual case

due to the " .upling of the t-!o factors. However, considerations of

the particular experimental apparatus being used might present a
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method of weighting the compensating factors to arrive at a good

approximation of the partial coherence effect.

The final sou:.e of probable error lies in the theoretical

prediction itself. The effects of aberrations were not included in

the derivations. The effect of aberrations on partially coherent

illumination is to introduce phase distortions within the band of

freque- ies passed by the optical system (Ref 8:121). This is impor-

tant because the secondary source was assumed to be in the focal plane

of the first microscope objective. Thus aberrations could change the

spot size and geometry and could account for part of the apparent

shift in the zeroes of the experimental curve from the predicted

zeroes. Also, the paraxial approximations were used in the derivation

of the transmittance function for a thin convex lens. But in the case

of the first microscope objective and the lens L2, the illumination

exceeded the paraxial approximation by a great deal in the vertical

direction thus causing the transmittance dcr-vatlon to be questionable.

However, these effects were minimized (if not negligible) by the fact

that only the central portion of the incident beam was incident on the

apertures and tho axis of apertures was in the horizontal. directio-.

So due to the small diameters of the apertures, the illumination that

actually reached the film plane exhibited little effect of the exces-

sive vertical extent of the illumination.

The high degree of correlation between the experimental and

theoretical curves, based on an average of only three shots, suggests

that the degree of coherence could be accurately determined by this

experimentel methoo if an average of twenty, or even ten shore, were
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used. Then with the aid of a computer tV- time averaged effective

radiation could be synthesized ac explained earlier in this section.

This procedure could be performed at many levels of flash lamp excit&-

tion (above threshold) resulting in a series of characteristic models

of the lasing radiation. The procedure could then be extended to a

statistical saw-le of lasers of similar specifications. The result,

in principle, would be a series of characteristic models of the time

averaged radiation that could be used by engineers in a manner similar

to the use of electron tube and transistor characteri-tic curveF.

For this approach to be economically feasible, two requirements

must be met. First, a real time detector is needed. For exmpltý, a

light sensitive electronic package, that measured fringe visibility

directly and in real time, could eliminate two big time consumers--film

development and densitometer analysis. Next, an effective cooling

mechanism is needed to maintain the laser crystal temperature constant

at toom temperature. This would leave detector response time as the

limiting factor for the length of the time intervals between pulses.
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III. Measurement of Temporal Coherence

The temporal coherence properties of the time-averaged radiation

field were determined with the aid of a Twyman-Green interferometer.

Since the details of this experiment are quite similar to the spatial

coherence experiment, this material is organized and presented in the

sequence as before, i.e., description of equipment, experimental

procedure, theory of operation, calculations, and discussion of results.

Description of Equipment

The equipment used to measure the temporal coherence was the

la3er source, a Twyman-Green interferometer, photographic film, a

densitometer and X-Y plotter.

The Tw-otan-Green interferometer consisted of the collimatl.ng

section of the diffractometer, a circular aperture, beam splitter,

two optical flats, and an imaging section. The aperture was con-

structed by punching a 1.9 centimeter diameter hole into one of the

screens used in the Young's experiment (0.159 centimeters thick and

5.08 centimeters square).

The beam splitter was a 5.08 centimeter diameter by 6 millim.eter

thick optical flat. It was mounted at an angle of forty-five degrees

with the incident beam. The side of the beam splitter nearest the

aperture was coated with a dielectric film with a reflectance of

0.554 at 0.6328 microns (measured with helium-neon gas laser), for

incident illumination that is horizontally polarized, i.e.. parallel

to the plane of incidence.

Two, 2.54 centimeter diameter by 1.27 centimeter thick optical

flats, were positioned in the path of the two beims leaving the beam
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splitter. They were mounted such that one flat was positioned along

the axis contatiin& the collimating section and aperture and the

other flat mounted on an axis perpendicular to this axis. The optical

flat holders permitted angular movemcnt, in both the horizontal and

vertical planes, about a center pivot point. In addition, the flat

positioned along the =¢llimating section-aperture axis, had the

c apability of a small degree of translational movement in the vertical

direction and zonsiderable transladonal movement along the colli-

mating sectior-Eperture axis. The latcer movement was controlled by

a micrcmeter movement In graduations of 1.27 millimeters. Also one

face, of each flat, Was coated with a dielectric film with

a reflectance of 0.9, and the flats were oriented so that these

faces were the first to intercept the incident beaims.

The imaging section contained a 4.25 diopter convex le,: Ajenu-

ti..al to the leries, L3 and L2, used in tv, Young's iperiment and

a film plate holder in the image plane, i.e., planc of desirc.d

magnification. The film u.ed was Kodak V-F Spuctrcs--cic .

W•e Fig. 12).

The dimensions and orientacions of the different eleme_..s of

che Twyman-Green interferometer are depicted in Fig. 7.

The densi -meter and X-Y plotter were Vhe s.am as ue-d in the

Youn6's experi-cent.

Experimental ?rocedure

ine laser-source was aligned with a helium-neen gas laser usIng

the same procedures ýescribed in the spatial- cohevr'nce chapter.

Then he Tvy,.'an-C'-een interferomter w•.s iligned. it was considered
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allned vhen a tilt of one mirror produced vertical fringes in the

film plane. Finally, the source and the Lnterferometer were aligned

as a system.

After the system was properly aligned, the mirrors were posi-

tioned so that the paths traveled by the two beams were equal. The

path lengths were measured with a steel tape. Consequently, these

measurements were only a first approximation.

Next the laser was pulsed, the interference pattern recorded,

and the movable mirror moved one micrometer graduation. This proce-

dure was repeated with the result that interference patterns were

recorded on both sides of the approximated zero path difference

point.

The spectroscopic plates were developed and analyzed as de-

scribed earlier.

Theor. Lf Operation

The complex amplitude incident on the aperture A was identical

to the illumination incident on the screen in Young's experiment,

ibe.

(X y R~r t x2 f) RECT L AX' ...•x1 .(T rlJJ•'l

where the distance, di, from the lens L 1 to the aperture represented

propagation deep within the Fresnel diffraction region.

The incident rectangular pulse was approximately 1.2 centimeters

by 2.5 centimeters, whereas the diameter of A. was :.9 centimeters.

Thus the rectangular pulse was truncated in the vertical direction
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and the illumination leaving the apertura was approximately elliptical

in cross-sectional shape, Thus

Af
U'(x 2,y 2 ) 0--I CIRC L~ f)

where

'r, (fo )2 + (LxflY2)2] 1/2

and

2LA diameter of the aperture A

The illumination proceeded to thL beam-splitter through the

Fresnel diffraztion region. The beam-splitter was an optical flat of

thickness d0, thus light incident upon it ekperiences multiple re-

flections (see Fig. 8).

From the figure, it follows that the complex amplitude reaching

M was approximately

I.

J6, ow K

•U(x 4 ,y 4 ) - att' ('r"e e

n-0

1 2 Af.
at' 1 2 where a - (46)

n-=r 0 Irf1
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M2

INCIDENT BEAM MULTIPLE REFLECTIONS

6° = Kn(2d° COS *'), -1= 4 and r"• = -r, by Stokes Theorem.

mn%

The geometrical shape will be ignored until the complex ~apli-

tude is imaged by the lens L. Then

att eJ(6 1 +h) 2r

U"(x 4 y4 ) "j6

1+ rr'e o

where r2is the reflectance of the dielectric coating and ()2is

the inside reflectance of the glass interface. The beam splitter ht

been assumed to be infinitely long since the amplitude of the re-

flected beams decrease as powers of the reflectances.

The illumination was reflected and transmitted by the mitrror H1 .
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The reflected beam was incident upon the beam splitter where It was

both refletted and transmitted again (see Wig. 9).

FIGURE 9

BEAM REFLECTED, FROM M

Then the complex emplitude incident on the lens, L2 , is given

approximately as follows:

J6° • 36°n
U~l(x6 ,Y6 ) - br* + bt't*r ~e (rr'e 0

n-O

J6 r r" +i (47)

+ r rte o L l+r"
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where 62 a d4 + d

The reflectance of the dielectric coasting was measured at 0.6328

microns and found to be 0.55 ± 5% at a forty-five degree orientation

and horizontal polarization. The polarization of the pulsed ruby

laser was measured and the ruby crystal oriented such that horizontal

polarization was achieved (see Appendix C). Thus the reflcctance at

0.6943 microns is approximately 0.5, i.e.

r2 - 0.5 or r m 0.7

Considering Fresnel's laws of reflection and Snell's law, r' can

be determined.

TAN 
(48 

- 0 TA (-17)0r" -0At("+• . 70 - - 0,093 (48)
r*TAN(#-'+ TN(7r

Then

UMI( X 6 #y6  -tte JK(6 2+h) r fe + reJ6 0) (49)l( 6,Y)•-ater J6 (9
( + r re o)2

Slailarly the complex amplitude incident %n the mirror H was as
2

follows.

Er + r'e J° 0 J6J3
UM2(x 5 ,y 5 ) [ I e3 6•

l+r re 0-

And the complex amplitude incident on the lens, L2, which had been

reflected from the mirror H2 was given by Lhe following expression:
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UM2(x 6 'y 6) -J(

(1 + r r'e )

where 62 a k d 4 + d5 ).

The complex amplitude arriving I.n the film plane was

att'r d dr J6
U(x 7 Y7 ) MJ-a2 CIRC (d5LL7f (r + e 0)

d6(1 + Jr )d

Ah + r + r"e o] (51)

where only pertinent path differences are retained.

Then the intensity incident on the film for the average wave

number (a - 1/A) was given byt

M() I(;) + I M2(j) + 2[1 i(j)i M2(3)] 1/2

W iah

where -I,, the irntensity .t the film plane due to the ith mirror,

•]l( W - to the normalized degree of spatial coherence, and h - path

difference of the two beams.

The degree of spatial coherence can be determined by Eqs (24),

where the derivations from this point to tht derivation of the total

coherence function is essentislly the method of Hopkins (Ref 10)
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I(P)-J d I - f -Z i"J

I J2% CR1 7 2 );

,y11(a) - [I(P)f- •( ,d)R2 d

2J 2wL h~l 2 h,~ )2] 111
2IXLAfl{h)

Mere h1 and h2 are the separations in the x and v-direction.. of the

film plane for a source point. Then y1 1 (O), represents the epacial

correlation between the two separated images (due to the mirror tilt)

in the film plane. The illumination leaving the aperture (Eq (45))

was c onsidered as the secondary source. Also Zo represents the

total distance from the aperture A, to the fil•n plane.IN

To account for the finite frequency spread, the total intensity

was found by izx.egrating 1(o) over the upread of wave numbers.

2I" , ÷ +2( .1)1/2 1E(J 2}

vhere

I *l i M (o) do

o
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and

az "1 [l ,,_ Id• y1 ,(a)j! 2 "h (54)

Considering the values of r and r', then I u 21 If the

I I•I(a)
spectral distribution i-- is considered, then the geometric

mean energy distribution can be defined, i.e.

i/2)FIrMe(a) I M2(0) 1/ 1 •s
E"(o) "(L5 5)"

. II lIM2 &a

Assuming the "tnatial coherence varies very little with wave

number and that the profile of t'e spect-al line is Gaussian, then

the total coherence function (J 2 1 ) can be written as follows:

. (e2yJah) 2Jl( 2w) -i(6oh) 2  (56)J21 2vt • 56

whftre 6a to the width of the line profile at the points where the

intensity has dropped to * A of its value at the center of the

line, and

L f rhl h2, ~2 1/2

L\0EOLA )1 f 1 L)1

*-v(6Th)2

The temporal coherence can be defined as W(h) -e

The Eq (54) for total intensity ovcame
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Afott'rd 5  2

\2wf 1d 6  d d5L xLAf I

21 2J1(2w) -w(6ah) 2(L + 2wE a COS (2ah) (57)

and Eq (29) for visibility became

2J 1 (2w&) _i(6oh) 2
2wE

Consequently, if the visibility is plotted as a function of h/2,

(movement of the mirror from the point of zero path difference), then

the function graphed is approximately, V B e-w (6h)2 i.e.,

Gaussian.

As discussed previously in the Young's experient, rhe vis'bil-

ity (V) that is actually determined experimentally is an amplitude

visibility functiou if photographi,:i film is used as Zhe d-tector ar.d

the intensity vi. bility fL. 'rton, V, is the square of V',

The cohere.-ice time is given by (Ref 11:7-17)

2 V2 Wi - 2 a 2 -2,(Woh) d

r 2V2 (T)dt c 2  h .22f- h)

(At) 2 o

( 2 ( e-2w( 2

o 0
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and

At A-

"'he coherence length is given by

AL - CAt - 2-- (Ref 3:319)

Considering Eqs (49) and (50) it follows that

(r2 + r"2 + 2r r'COS 6)11/2
'U41"iUi' act'r(r+ +2rC 6

jj1 + (r r') 2 + 2r r'COS 6

"and V - [i(2`)e -v(6ah) 2] 1/2 (60)

The mathematical model of the line shape has been assumed to be

Gaussian. To complete this model, a value for 6o must be assumed.

The average value of Ah, at the e-T/8 point from the maximum value of

the amplitude visibility curve, was useA in conjunction vitL Eq (59),

to deter•ine a value for 6a. Thus the theoretical prediction,

assuming a Gauesian line shape, for the temporal coherence factor was

W(h) - 6.78 ) 2 N-O, 1, 2,---. (61)

Examples of the recorded fringes are provided in Fig. 10.
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Calculatior-

The fil. and densitometer traces vere prepared using identical

procedures to those used in the apatial coherence experiment.

The densities were calculated using the same relations as before.

The slopes of the Hurter-Driffield curves (gammas) were determined

for each density point instead of the secant line approximation

technique used in the p.:evious experiment.

Having determined the gammas, the amplitude visibility was

determined by

1

7A . - (t mr (62)

Okd YL + (tax)Yma

Fare , La Euptatude transmittance as determined by the densitometer

tr•c• wIthin a constant factor as explained in the previous experi-

ment. Then V' was squared to arrive at the intensity visibility

function (V). The intensity visibility was then plotted as a function

of micrometer movements as depicted in table 11 avd graph II.

Discussion of Results

To achieve the maximum correlation between the spatial aid

temporal coherence experiments, the experimental apparatus was changed

as little as possible. The laser source was not altered and comments

on mode selection and mode control presented in the discussion of the

first experiment still apply. However in this experiment, the
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multiple transverse modes were essentially Independint of the temporal

coherence measurements. The statistical nature of the radiation was

unchanged since the laser source was not altered. Due to the

quantities being measured, the statistical variatica was now evident

in the emission of longitudinal modes.

Three shots were again the sample size. This fact, in conjunc-

tLon other sources of possible error caused a significant degree of

uncertainty to accompany some experimental results. A discussion of

these possible sources of error and an estimate of the maximum degree

of uncertainty connected with each will be discussed next.

The manufacturer did not provide a graph relating gamma and

development time for the V-F Spectroscopic plates. Therefore the

H-D curve was the only source from which values for gamma could be

obtained. The uncertainty in the determination of gamma was negli-

gible in comparison with the first experiment for two reasons. First,

the gamma values were determined for each point separately instead of

computing an average gamma for each pair of points by using the

secant approximation. Also the H-D curves had very little curvature

except for plates of low density (D < 0.5).

The variation in visibility due to an uncertainty in the

determination of the a,-1intudc trznsitLauaCe will be considered next.

This uncertainty was due to three sources of possible error--the

accuracy of the dets ±tometer-recorder combination, non-uniform

density of the unexposed film, and the accuracy to which the signal

could be differentiated from the noise on the graphs prepared by the

X-Y recorder. The non-uniformity of film density was neglected, but
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it does represent a potential systematic error. However, since the

non-uniformity iL a random phenomene, the error should be negligible

since a large number of pirtes (60 plates) constituted the experimen-

tal data source. The problem of differentiating signal from a noise

background was negligible in the spatial coherence experiment.

iHowever, for the temporal coherence measurements, the noise was of

such magnitude, that the signal was almost obscured at large path

differences. This noise was caused, to a large extent, by parallel-

plate fringes due to the beam splitter and to A lesser extent, by

dust and aberraticns.

The procedures used to estimate the maximum error in intensity

visibility eue to an uncertainty in amplitude transmittance parallel

those used 1,, the siiýtial coherence experiment. The inherent accu-

( racy of tae !--nsitometer-recorder combination was estimated as one

per cent of the full scale deflection. The maximum error due to

noise was estimated by averaging the maximum uncertainty due to noise

in the transmittance for each micrometer setting (path difference).

Then the maximum error in amplitude visibility as a function of

transmittance uncertainty was computed using Eqs (38) and (62), i.e.

~1 _1

A~;- 2tI l t 2Y2At D + A t1N At D + at 2N
AV 2 \ + / (63)

tl 
N 

+22 
t2

Here Ait, is the uncertainty due to the densitometer recorder combi-

nation and Ati is the uncertainty due to noise. The imprecision in
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amplitude visibility due to the statistical nature of the radiation

was estimated next. The maximum deviation of an experimental point

from the arithmetic avera[te was used to estimate this imprecision.

The maximum errors in the amplitude visibility that were com-

puted rbove were combined and used in conjunction with Eq (40), to

arrive at an estimate of the maximum error in the intensity visi),il-

ity function. The results of these calculations are depl.cted in

graph II.

The sources of possible error, the magnitudes of which could not

be estimated, were of the same nature as those present in the first

experiment, i.e., crystal temperature at the time of lasing action

not constant, possibility of varying levels of flash lamp excitation,

misalignment of the source and the optical axis of the interferometer,

filament oscillation within the ruby crystal, and unequal magnitudes

of the complex amplitudes arriving at the film plane. The latter

three sources of error have the same type of effect on the temporal

coherence measurements. They cause the magnitudes of the complex

amplitudes (from the two mirrors) to be unequal and also decrease

the spatial coherence. These two factors then decrease the visibil-

ity. However, this decrease should be quite small when compared with

that caused by the presence of multiple longitudinal modes. In fact,

the vis0iLAty measured was less than the predicted single mode

behavior by a factor of thirty-four. This reduction in visibility

will now be considered in more detail.

The T•yman-Green interferometer provides a field of view which

is uniformly illuminated at the zero path difference and zero angle
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of Inclination conditions of the two mirrors. Angle of inclination

implies i change from the perpendicular orientation of the mirrors.

In this experiment, the mirrors were purposely tilted to obtain

straight line fringes so that their contrast could be measured. This

tilt caused the super imposed images to separate. Misalignment of

the source and the axis of the interferometer and also filament

oscillation would tend to incruase this separation. The degree of

spatial coherence is a measure of the correlation between the images

which are being separated. Consequently, the amount of tilt and the

misalignment of the source (including the time averaged effect of the

filament oscillations) decrease the spatial coherence by increasing

the image separation. Misalignment was interpreted as the deviation

of the direction of propagation of the incident illumination from

the optic-1 axis of the Interferometer.

If the amount of tilt of the mirrors was held constant for each

shot, then the reduction in spatitl coherence due to this factor

woule be constant. The experimental visibility could be multiplied

by an tpprcnriate coratant and this error essentially removed.

However, P reviev of the fringe patterns reveal that the number of

fringes, and thus the amount of tilt, was not constant for each whot.

But the variation in the number was small (see Fig. 10ý, Considering

Eq (56), and the actual values of the various parameters, it can be

shovn that 0 02 [(h1/15)2 + (h2 /145) 21/2 millimeters. Thus for

the small separations considered io this experiment (separations of

the order of a amall fraction of a millimeter), the spatial coherence

changes very litt•• fact, separations as much as one-tetth of a
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millimeter would reduce the spatial coherence to only 20Z of its zere

separation value. Thus the reduction in visibility due to reduced

spatial coherence could not be responsible for the large decrease

from the predicted values.

The next factor capable of reducing the visibility is unequal

magnitudes of the complex amplitudes. These magnitudes were shown

to be equal based on approximations concernae vwith the values deter-

mined for the reflectances of the dielectric coating (r 2) and the
2

opposite glass face (r ) 2oi the bean splitter. These values of

reflectance vere based on the assumption that the beam splitter was

positioned at an, angle of forty-five degrees with the ixcideut beau.

However, this positiening was done by visually judging this angle.

Thus this setting could not be more accurate than a few degrees.

This positioning technique was also used in the mesuresent of the

reflectance of the dielectric coating a& the forty-five degree

inclination. Thup the positioning error could possibly have doubled

in the process of determining the reflectance at a particular inclin-

ation and then placing the beau splitter in the experimental appara-

tus at this inclinatiou.

The reflectance is a function of rave length through the index

of refraction (N). Considering the Csuchy equation for normal

dispersion

aA+!-+ (f 12:468)

it is obvious that zn increase in vavelength implies a decrease in
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index of refraction. Using Fresnel's law of reflection for parallel

polaritation (Eq (48)), it can be shown that

"(x cos + cos (64)

This equation, vhen %the values of # and #' are considere4, illus-

trates that a decrease in index will cause a corresponding decrease

in the reflectance. Also, if the rate of change of the reflectance

with index is inspected, we find that the rate of change of reflec-

tance increases with a decrease in index. The rate of change is

givan by

r._ 4 CO tCO (S,,NCO.S- cos. (65)
(N COS 4 + COS #-)3

The relevance of this analysis lies in the fact that the value of the

reflectance was determined at 6328 A0 (helium-neon continuous wave

gas laser), but the bean splitter was utilized at 6943 A0 . Therefore

this small increase in vavelength. coupled with the inaccuracy in the

forty-five degree I.nclination positioning creates the possibility of

an amplitude ais.aaLch in the film plane.

Durirg the process of eassuring the reflectance, the beam

spl.itter was found to exhibit sarked preference for polarizing angle.

The two equal beam vere provided when the polarization was parallel

to the plane of incidence. However, the polatization experiment with

the pulsed laser (appendix C) showed only a preferred plane of

polarizasion. This could only cause a furt.%,r increase in the
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aplitude mismatch and correspouding decrease in visibility.

The possibilities of uveq'-il amplitudes appear to be quite

plausible. However, the magnitude of the decr-aso in visibility that

it mISht have caused does not appear to be significant. As pointed

oist in the earlier discussion of Eq (43), the amplitude alsmatch mat

be quite large to cause a significant decrease in visibility.

Only the p-esence of multiple longitudinal. modes remains as the

possible reason for the significant decrease ir the visibility.

Equation (32), describeE the manner in which multiple modes combine

to decroise the visibility. Since still photography was used as the

detection mechanism,, only the time-a'eraged effect of the multiple

modes could be observed. Consequently, the theoretical curve was

normalized downard to the same order of mart'tud as the experimen-

tal points to determine the amount of deviation fromo the single mode

predicted curve shape. The experimental points indicated that the

actual visibility decayed faster than the predicted curve for path

differences up to ± two centimeters. At this point, the signal to

noise ratio of the graphs of relative transittance became suffi-

ciently large to cause the reliability of the data to be in question.

The experimrntal poi.-2s appeared to be shifted from the center

axis of the symmetric predicted curve. This situst!.in has two

probable causes. Firv-, .he zeto path differenc, point vas dei'rmined

by chaaging the path difference on both sides of the calculated zero

'ifference point and then analyzing the resulting fringe patterns,

The position of the mirror that corresponded to the fringe patte.:u

exhibiting the maximum coatrait vrs chosen aa the zero path difference
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point- The smallest micrometer movement on the experimental apparatus

was 1.27 millimeters. Consequently, this was the maximum accuracy to

which the zero path difference could be measured with reasonable

preciaion.

The next probable cause of the apparent shift in the experimental

curve was its asymmetry. This asymmetry could be the result of a small

misaligament caused by the time-averaged effect of filamentary oscilla-

tien. klso a blue shift in emission frequency, due to a uniform

decrease in optical cavity length, which in turn is postulated to be

directly proportional to changes in population inversion, has been

detected by Wolga and Flauholz (Ref 22:2723). This phenomena was

present in both Q-Switched and pulsed ruby lasers, regardless of laser

power.

The anomaly at minus five units has a number of probable causes.

It could be the result of secondt)y reflection. The statistical

sample could be too small to localize the visibility at this pdth

difference. icvevez, the probability of this being the predominant

cause is quite low due to the precision of the measurements obtained

for this value of path difference and the proximity of the other

seventeen experimental points to the predicted curve. The most

probable cause of this anomaly is the time-averaged addition of

multiple modes at this point.

The experimental results appear to indicate that the time-

averaged oatput does approximate the effect of a cingle longitudinal

mode for an input of 781.3 joules. A better approAimation of the

time-averaged radiation could be obtained with the aid of the computer

as explained in the discussion of the spatial col'erence experiment.
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Now that the tive-averaged coherence properties of the laser

have been analyzad, the next step is to improve these characteristics.

The present analysis could be used to evaluate any potential improve-

ment mechsnl,7i or procedure..

The suggested approach toward improvement is to first, place an

aperture in the laser cavity to improve the spatial coherence. Then

the temporal coherence could be improved by placing a sapphire etelon

or a dye cell in the cavity.

An attempt to improve the spatial coherence using a one milli-

meter aperture indicated that the exact location of the aperture in

a plane perpendicular to the cavity is quite critical. In fact, an

arbitrary placement of the aperture in a plane near the output mirror

reduced the temporal and spatial coherence obtained in the non-mode

selected case. This was probably the result of having blocked the

dominant transverse mode, which was also the dominant longitudinal

mode, by the aperture. Thus the aperture problem reduced to one of

locating the area within the cavity where the probability of finding

the dominant mode is highest. This could be determined in several

ways. One method would be to photograph the face of the ruby crystal

during lasing action. This should be done with a shutter speed

comparable to the pulse duration so that the time averaged lasing is

observed. Then, with the aid of neutral density filters, the location

and size of the aperture can be determined. The size and location of

the aperture can be approximately determined by examining the crystal

in the Tvyman-Creen intirferometer. Then those parts of the ccystal

face exhibiting scattering centers or other crystal defects would be
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blocked by the aperture. In either case the dominant modes would be

passed end competing modes would-be blocked. Further experimentation

migaht Indicate a prefererce for the aperture along the length of the

cavity.

Once the optimum aperture is installed in the optimum location,

then the time-averaged spectrum should be observed. Using the fact

that the longitudinal modes are spaced at regular intervals, the

etalon can be placed in a location such that only the dominant longi-

tudinal mode has high gain. Then the particular orientation of the

etalon that produces the maximum degree of temporal coherence can be

determined by experimentation. This procedure could be extended to

two or more etalons, thus increasing the boundary conditions that an

oscillation must satisfy, until the desired degree of coherence is

obtained. However, this tailoring of the coherence properties is

only valid at this one level of flash lamp excitation. Increased

power requirements may necessitate redesign of the aperture and the

relocation of tha etalons. In fact, it is reasonable to expect that

the dominance of any one mode woild decrease as the excitation was

increased much above twenty percent over the threshold excitation.
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IV. Summar. and Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the coherence prop-

erties of a pulsed ruby laser for holographic applications.

The internal processes occurring within the laser cavity were

not treated, but some processes were mentioned briefly in relation

to some considerations of the radiated field. The time-averaged

effect of the radiation field, as detectad by photographic emulsion,

was used as the basis for the discussion of the coherence properties.

However, some aspects of the instantaneous radiation field were

considered in interpreting the experimental results.

The laser was operated at room temperature and approximately

twenty percent above threshold. Also, no mode selection was employed

and the emitted radiation field was a statistical phenomenon.

The coherence properties were considered in terms of the spatial

and temporal coherence properties. These two types of coherence

were isolated by judicious choices of experimental arran-uvnts.

A form of Young's experimant was selected to isolate the spatial

coherence effects and a Twyman-Green interferometer was used to s'udy

the temporal coherence properties. With the aid of these experiments,

the time-averaged effect of the radiation field was detected and

compared with a single mode theoreticaf prediction. This prediction

was based on a scalar wave analysis and paraxial approximations. In

addition, in the case of the temporal coherence prediction, the

profile of the spectral line was assumed to be gaussian.

The results of the experiments were, for a 0.51 millimeter

radius sample of a 2.54 centimeter diameter beam, a spatial
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coherence length of approximately 2.2 millimeters, and, for the same

beam size, a temporal coherence length of 1.27 centimeters. Conse-

quently, the laser could be used as a holographic source for holograms

requiring coherence lengths less than the above figures. However,

for most holographic work these coherence properties were

unsatisfactory--especially the temporal coherence properties.

The uncertainty of the experimental results were due to three

main sources. They were the statistical nature of the radiation

field, multimoding, misalignment of the source and the experimental

apparatus, and variable laser parameters (crystal temperature, excita-

tion voltage, etc.). These sources of uncertainty are listed in the

order of decreasing effect on the experimental data.

Considering the objective of this study--analysis is incomplete in

two respects. First, only one sample size (aperture size) was used in

the spatial coherence experiment. This experiment should be repeated

with different aperture sizes. Second, both experiments were performed

with one level of excitation. The several spatial coherence experi-

ments and the temporal coherence experiment should be performed at

levels of excitation spanning the range from threshold to the maximum

manufacturer suggested excitation. The subsequent analysis of these

results would represent a complete study of the laser coherence

properties.

In addition to the determination of the coherence properties of

the source for an aperture size and an excitation level, this study

accomplished two things. First, it shows that the approach used is

feasible. However, a real time detector and a cooling process that

maintains the crystal temperature constant is needed to make this
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approach practical. The second accomplishment is the fact that

the quantitative results of this atudy can serve as a reference

point for improving the coherence of the laser by employing moue

selection.
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Appendix A

Table I

Visibility Calculations for Spatial

Coherence Experiments

Aperture Gamma
Separation Calculated VisibIlity (Visibility)2

4 sm 1.0731 (.989 0.978
2 -m 1.052 0.647 0.199
2.5 - 1.005 0.316 0.099
3 mm 1.02 0.56 0.313
4 mm .9068 0.331 0.109
4.5 m 1.051 0.338 0.114
5 am 1.01 0.296 0.087
5.5 m 1.101 0.316 0.099
6 m 1.017 0.14 0.0196.5 mm 0.996 0.232 0,053
7 ma 1.018 0. 335 0. 1128 ma 0.931 0ý214 0.045
8.5 sk 0.8 0.056 0.003
9 us 1.12 0. 128 0.016.

Ga
(Linear
Portion)

1 mm 1.12 0.935 0.874
2 - 1.12 0.422 0.1?8
2.5 m 1.12 0.291 0.084
3 an 1.12 0.559 0.312
4 ma 1.12 0.316 0.099
4.5 wm 1.12 0.319 0.101
5 an 1.12 0.268 0.071
5.5 1m 1.12 0.311 0.096
6 - 1.12 0.120 0.016
6.5 - 1.12 0.207 0.042
7 m 1.12 0.306 0.093
8 m 1.12 0.179 0.032
8.5 -- 1.12 0.043 0.001
9 1.12 0.128 0.016
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Appendix B

Table II

Visibility Calculations for Temporal

Coherence Experiment

Path * Amplitude Intensity Uncertainty

Difference Visibility Visibility (AV)

-7 0.0561 0.0031 0.01268

-6 0.0511 0.0026 0.00335

-5 0.1292 0.0166 0. -, 16 72

-4 0.0808 0.0065 0.01025

-3 0.11S5 0.0140 0.01154

-2 0.1348 0.0181 0.0159

-1 Q.1563 0.0244 0.0167

0 0.1713 0.0293 0.01923

1 0.1467 0.0215 0.0123

2 0.1258 0.0158 0.00574

3 0.1053 0.0110 0.01231

4 0.0715 0.0051 0.00881

5 0.0574 0.0032 0.00642

6 0.0545 0.0029 O.00842

7 0.0374 0.0033 0.0044

8 0.0434 0.0018 0.0066S

9 0.0341 0.0011 0.0070,"

I0 0.0553 0.0030 0.00905

11 0,0323 0.0 j0 0. X00105

U n•its of 2.54 xillineters
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Appendix C

Preferred Plane of Polarizatip

The radiation from pulsed ruby lasers is 8enerally partially

plains polarized. Due to the short duration and high power of the

laser output, the normal means of measuring the polarization

(polarizer-analyzer combinations) can not be used.

A Brester-angle cone vas used as an inexpensive way to measure

the preferred plane of polarization. Then the crystal was rotated

until the desired plane of polarization was achieved. The equipment

and the experimental procedure are discussed belay.

7'escription of Equipment

The equipment consisted of a laser source, a collimating

section, circuiar aperture, a Brewster-angle cone, and spectroscopic

film plates. The laser source and collimating section vere identical

to the ones used in the spatial and temoral coherence experiments.

The circular aperture was a 0.32 centimeter diameter hole punched

into a 5.08 cen.imeter square and 0.159 centimeter thick aluminum

sh--t. The Brewster-angle cone was constructed of crown glass vith

an fndex of refraction of 1.54 at 0,6943 microns and a Brewster's

angle of 56 degrees and 33 minutes (Ref 2:94). The base of the coat

vas 2.5 centimeters in dýamater and the height of the cone along its

axis of fevolution was two c-nlmetecs. The base of the cone was

coated with an opaque film and then glued to a recta-igular glass

,late. The glass p.•ite was 16.35 x 11 centieters in area and

0.25 centimeters thick.
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The film was Kodak 103-F Speetroccopic plates which were mounted

In a holder 5.72 centimeters behind the glass plate. The dimensioub

and orientations of the elements are depicted in Fig. 13.

Theory of 22r2 !.tien

The collimating section converted a plane-polarized wave into a

plane-polarized wave of larger cross-section. Thus the complex

amplitude incident on the circular aperture wr- U(x y

Afjf (y

U(S 'y~)*-~ RECT V~~2 RECT I- (66)

The geometry of the coi-Iex emplitude incident on the apex of

the cone had changed since the sixe of the apertura was much smaller

than the cross-section of the incident illumination. Also propaga-

tion down the optical axis of the elements was the geometric projec-

tion of the preceeding apertures, since distances between elemencs

1
were deep within the Fresnel diffraction region, i.e., X << --0Z

for plane wave illumination. Thus if the polarl.zation of the wave is

considered

J(Xcc)y Af 2-- CRC 166)

1 2\fLrai

represented the complex amplitude and polarization of the electric

vector. As the cone was illuminated, some light was reflected and

some transmitted. However the base of the cone was coated with an

t See formula (14)
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opaque film, so the transmitted light did not reach the film plane.

Resolving the complex amplitude into components perpendicular and

parallel to the plane of incidence, it can be shown Ctxt (Ref 13:219)

- SIN (*-*•)
-1 SIN (*+*')

"TAN (,+*') (67)
E 2 TAN($+*

Here and 2 represent the perpendicular and parallel fractions
E1 E2

if the complex amplitudes respectively, i.e.

cU(x coYc t =1 1 + t2'2

2.+E 2)1 /2 n Af0CIC(.r (68)(1+ 2 21if 1 r

and

St +1*

Also * is the an~le of incidence and *' is the angle of refraction.

An inspectiop of Eq (67), reveals that when # + * - , the

parallel reflected fraction is arbitrarily small. The cone was

constructed so that the above condition was satisfied for illumina-

tion incident on the apex and along the axis of the cone. This is

Brewster's angle, which was approximately 56 degrees for the partic-

ular cone used (Ref 2:90). Consequently, there would be no intensity
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in the file plane due to the reflected component parallel to the

plane of incidence. The plane of incidence is the plane containing

the normal to the reflecting surface and a vector representing the

direction of propagation of the incident illumination. Thus the

total intensity recorded on the film was due only to the perpendic-

ular component of the reflected light.

Since the cone was circular in cross-section, there were an

infinite number of possible incident planes. However, if the illumi-

nation was plane polarized, then the film would only record the

effect of one plane of incidence, the plane of polarization. If a

set of coordinate axes were imposed on the film plane such that the

y-direction coincided with the plane of polarization, then the

intensity in the film plane at any angle 0, from the y-axis, would

be given by

I" - SIN ( - [E COS + E Six 2 (69)
1 ix ly

But since the y-axis coincides with the plane of polarization E x

equals zero and

2 2 rM0 t (rc 2
T - SIN (* - *') SIN 0 CIRC -- a . (70)1 L2Wff of- L raJ

Thus the image on the film plane should reach a maximum at an angle of

e - 1 1 from the plane of polarization. This implies that the null

points of the image indicate the plane of polarization.

In the case of the pulsed ruby laser, the illumnation was not

completely plane polarized, therefore the intensicy in the plane of
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the film would not decrease to zero. Instead the image should exhibit

two naxima (separated by w radians) and along an axis perpendicular

to the axis containing the maxima, there should be two minima.

Therefore the axis of minima should represent the preferred plane

of polarization.

After the preferred plane of polarization had been determined,

the cylinder containing the ruby crystal was rotated and subsequent

images recorded until the preferred plane of polarization was aligned

with the horizontal axis of the Twyman-Green interferometer for the

temporal coherence experiments.

In the following photograph the maximum intensities are not

equal. This was due to the misalignment of the center of the incident

beam and the apex of the cone. However, it can be shown that the null

points remain in the same relative position and the angle of polari-

zation can be measured with a straight-edge with an accuracy of plus

or minus two degrees (Ref 2:98).
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FIGURE 14

PREFERRED PLANE OF POLARIZATION
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